


When people ask me how to use social media for their 
business, I always tell them to keep it simple: focus on 
creating content for 2 major networks.

Why 2?

Because I talked to hundreds of
London Real viewers and found out that most beginner 
entrepreneurs try to be active on ALL social media
platforms. This tends to produce mediocre results, which 
usually causes them to get frustrated and quit posting 
everywhere.

“Then they come to me and say: Brian, I tried social 
media, but I just don’t get it!”



So what 2 primary networks do we use at London Real?

1. We use a lot of video, so YouTube is a no-brainer for us.
2. Twitter used to be #2 for us but now I use Instagram, it is one of 
the most effective and fastest growing social media networks on the 
planet. I suggest you use it too!

It took me years to find something consistent.

I got distracted by the latest tools and apps. I read articles by all 
kinds of “social media experts” and got overwhelmed. I even 
spammed London Real conversations on people’s Facebook walls. 
(Remember those days?;) )

It doesn’t have to be that hard.

Let me give you a simple blueprint that we use at London Real that 
you can tailor to your own needs.

You can change the order of the days and spread these out over 
your 2 social media channels any way you like, the idea remains the 
same.

Let’s say your business is an Italian restaurant.

I’ll add examples to show how this would be done in real life.

The key is to not try to be active on all 5 networks from the get-go, 
because you can easily go down a rabbit hole. Pick 2 networks, get 
comfortable using them, generate some leads, and once your 
business is booming with customers, start expanding.

Here’s an overview on how to maximise your presence on each social 
media platform.



Monday
News about your business (new equipment, went to this conference, working on a new 
product etc.)
Restaurant: A picture of a new menu item you’ve been working on

Tuesday (optional)
A how-to piece of content (On a well-known product / software / equipment in your 
industry)
Restaurant: a fast-paced video on how to make the perfect lasagna

Wednesday
A testimonial
Restaurant: A selfie picture with you and a couple at your restaurant

Thursday (optional)
Throwback Thursday
Restaurant: a picture of you graduating from culinary school

Friday
A vlog with your opinion on a hot topic in your industry
Restaurant: a vlog on a new kind of vegan spaghetti

Saturday (optional)
Interactive: ask a question or opinion. (about a product, a topic, an influencer etc.)
Restaurant: What’s your favourite Italian dessert?

Sunday
A 250 words written blogpost
Restaurant: a written recipe on how to make the perfect lasagna

You can change this any way you want. As long as you have something to refer to.
A blueprint is just that though: a blueprint.



In order to be successful at anything, you gotta hustle.

You have to constantly promote yourself in whatever form 
that comes, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Itunes, 
doesn’t matter, you just need to consistently do it. This 
depends on what channel fits your business, and where 
YOU feel the most comfortable.

The idea is to keep talking about your business and
promoting your content. That is how you grow consistently.

One more thing...

Do me a favour and leave your business
idea in the Facebook group.
I’d love to hear what you came up with.

To your success,

- Brian


